
 ESSENTIALS FOR THE

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Living in France intro
 
 

Bonjour! Even if that’s about all the French you know, don’t worry, you will get through life in
France. It’s just a slightly bigger pain in the neck. 

 
Yes, moving away from home to a new country can be difficult at times. Opening a bank account,

getting a phone number, insurance… The list of things to do is long. But look on the bright side; you
learn a new language, new chants, new games, new songs, and meet new friends. Plus you get a pretty

damn good education. Let’s explore this new life shall we. 



Close to Campus - conveniently on the way to 3 fontaines from campus
Good service - generally helpful & can sometimes communicate in English
Better global influence - the largest bank, easier to find around France
many all employees don’t speak english

Good Service - generally helpful.
Poor level of English
Slightly further away from Campus

Only bank that lets minors take student loans
Not as good service

Banks
Our school has a partnership with four major French banks: BNP Paribas, Société Générale, LCL and
BRED Espace Grand' Zé. These banks will also offer you to open a French bank account as an
international student. 

During Welcome Week, these banks put up stands on campus in the Gallion where there are
representatives who will help you set up your bank account. The details are explained in our school’s
website, but essentially you fill out some papers and the bank gives you a starting sum on the
account (≈80€), and usually there are no charges for at least the first 4 years.
Side note for those who do not speak french! The employees at these four banks do not always have a
sufficient level of English. if you don’t speak French or are a beginner, bring a friend who speaks
French. It will make your life much easier. 

BNP Paribas

Societe Generale - cergy.etudiants@socgen.com

LCL

LCL has an English speaking employee who can be helpful. 
Call LCL at: +33 1 30 31 87 51 and ask for Keltoum Hammoumi’s number, then try to schedule a meeting
with her on the days she works. 
keltoum.hammoumi@lcl.com 
Translation team for Banks

Payment apps
Lydia - we would strongly recommend downloading lydia. A lot of people use it here at school and it’s
a convenient way to send money to people through your phone, and also create group accounts to
collect money for trips or when buying a gift to someone. 

Revolut - Probably the best and most advanced payment app. You can pay in the real exchange rate,
Revolut doesn’t take any fees when exchanging money or taking out cash abroad. The app lets you buy
crypto and gold, buy stock and manage your money spending. However, not as 
many people at school have it.

Pumpkin - this app might also be used for certain events or between 
students. 

mailto:cergy.etudiants@socgen.com
mailto:keltoum.hammoumi@lcl.com


Get a French bank account. You cannot get CAF without a French bank account. Read our part
about banks for help.
If your parents own the property where you live, sorry, no CAF for you.
You have to live in the accomodation for at least 8 months.

housing agreement
bank details (RIB)
proof of income from the last 2 years
proof of address form filled out by the landlord
Proof of identity: National ID or Passport + Birth certificate with a certified translation in
French
For EU Citizens: proof of school enrolment and a copy of your EHIC card
For non-EU citizens: valid residency permit

CAF as an IS
Full detailed guide in English:
https://www.caf.fr/sites/default/files/cnaf/Documents/DCom/Accueil/Actu/ALE-
2019/Private%20market_English.pdf 

Why bother with CAF?
CAF is a form of support provided by The French government to students to help them pay their rent.
Basically, the government pays part of your rent every month. Although it depends on for example
your rent and where you live it can amount to 200€ every month. In a whole year, that’s a lot of
extra noodles...

The process is quite long and complicated, plus everything is in French. Registrar will help you apply
for this, however, here are some tips:

Documents you’ll need to provide:

https://www.caf.fr/sites/default/files/cnaf/Documents/DCom/Accueil/Actu/ALE-2019/Private%20market_English.pdf


French Sim Cards
Orange Prepaid Holiday SIM Card
Cost: €40 
Pros: Good deal. Reliable. Great coverage. Can be purchased in advance.
Cons: Initial credit only good for 14 days. (Top it off to use longer.)
80 GB - 19.99 /month for 12 months then 34.99 per month(unlimited calls/texts)0 GB -19.99 /month for 12
months then 34.99 per month(unlimited calls/texts)0 GB -19.99 /month for months then 34.99 per
month(unlimited calls/texts)
 
SFR Prepaid SIM Card
Cost: €20-€30
Pros: Doesn’t expire in 14 days. Easy to purchase from tobacco shops and newsstands.
Cons: Only provides calls within Europe.

LeFrenchMobile Prepaid SIM Card
Cost: €17-€20
Pros: Purchase in advance of your trip.
Cons: Only 10 minutes of calls and 2 GB of data included.

 Free Mobile SIM Card
Cost: €25 for unlimited calls, texts and Internet.
Pros: Super cheap! Unlimited use. 
Cons: You’ll need to cancel service when finished.



tRANSPORTATIONS
There are multiple means of transport to Cergy and from Cergy. Here are the best ways to travel in
Cergy and Paris. Remember, although the train, metro and RER system in Paris might seem complicated,
Google Maps is always there to guide you!

RER - Going to Paris for the weekend? The cheapest way is to take the RER A from Cergy Prefecture or
Cergy Le Haut if you live there to one of the central stations such as Châtelet Les Halles or Charles
de Gaulles Étoiles. From there, you can easily continue with the Metro if needed. A ticket to Paris is
around 6€ (12€ back and forth). Beware! Avoid taking the RER and the metro at night especially if
you’re alone as it can be dangerous. 

Metro - The Paris metro is the easiest means of transport to use in and around Paris. It has 16 lines
and a ticket costs 1,90€, plus it connects to the RER for the trip back to Cergy.

Buses - From the Cergy Préfecture Station there are also buses available. These might be of interest
especially when going to the Airport. 
To/From the airport - to go to Charles de Gaulle Airport you have three options. The RER, the bus or a
taxi. The RER and the bus are cheaper but you have to carry all your luggage, it takes longer and is
a slight pain in the ass. To go directly to the airport, you can take Bus 958 which takes about 1 hour. A
taxi or an Uber also gets you straight to the airport, but costs around 50-70€ at least. 

Vélib - if you want to rent a bike there is Vélib, a large-scale public bike sharing system that you can
find all over Paris, including Cergy (close to the station). 

Lime - Scooters around paris which u can rent and pay for by the minute. Download their app and rent
a bike or scooter according to your convenience. 


